Flower Pounding Class Supply List for in Person Class

Class Description
Learn the steps to flower pounding on fabric and
finishing your piece. You can embellish your
flowers with machine stitches, hand stitches, and
beads. We will be making 3 different projects.
The jar vase project, a single layered flower
square project that can be a table topper or a
pillow, and some notecards.

Proficiency level and technique
This is a beginner class. You'll learn the best way to pound flowers and leaves on fabric, how to layer your
design, and how to finish your piece.

Supplies needed by students
Flower Pounding (morning)

Working on the projects (afternoon)


















Half yard of white or off-white 100% cotton fabric
like muslin or Kona Cotton. You can also use PFD
fabric (prepared for dying)
Old wooden cutting board (or other firm wood
portable surface)
Old magazine (you'll put your board on top to
help absorb the hammering)
Iron
Ironing board
Scissors - old pair for cutting the flowers
Press & Cling Wrap (you want the press & cling so
it sticks to your fabric)
Masking Tape - wide is better, but whatever you
have will work.
Hammer
Soft toothbrush
Flowers and/or leaves for pounding (see best
options below)
Friction Pen black ink is best but again whatever
you have will work.
Fine Tip Permanent Marking Pen (optional)
















Fabric for borders (if you want to put borders on
your pieces), Scraps for center of your flower on
the square piece
Piece of organza for the jar (this is optional.
White, pink, or blue)
Piece of batting 2" - 3" larger than your top
Back for your piece 2" - 3" larger than your top
Binding for your piece
Black thread, white thread
Hand embroidery threads, beads (optional)
Scissors
Sewing Machine, new needles
Hand stitching needles for embroidery threads
and beads (optional)
Beading thread (optional)
Walking foot and/or free motion foot
Pins
Quilting gloves (optional)
Blank notecards
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Preparing Your Fabric
When I learned how to pound flowers on fabric we washed and dried the fabric and began pounding. The results were
great and the color has stayed in the fabric for many years (at least 6-8 years). As I learned and read more about flower
pounding it suggests you should use a mordant for your fabric (if you are using a non-PFD fabric). Fabric that has a
mordant is able to better absorb the pigments. Mordant comes from the Latin word mordere which means "to bite" or
"to fasten onto". There are directions below on how mordant your fabric. You can decide. I know you'll get great results
either way.
Option 1 - Wash and use:



Wash and dry your fabric in just water. Don't use any dryer sheets. You want to wash out the sizing in the fabric.
If you are using PFD fabric you don't need to wash it.
Iron the fabric.

Option 2 - Pretreat your fabric with mordant:
Materials for mordant bath for 1/2 yard of cotton:



2 Tablespoons of Alum. Alum is a perfect mordant. It's safe and is available in the spice section of the
grocery store. (It's used for pickling)
10 cups of water

Instructions for mordant bath:









Wash your fabric to get the sizing out. You don't have to dry it, just keep it wet for the alum bath. You can
use washing soda (found in the soap area of the grocery store) or you can use nothing but the water to wash
the fabric.
Mix the alum with 10 cups of warm water to dissolve and pour into a large, flat nonreactive pan (enamel or
stainless steel)
Add the wet cloth carefully arranging it trying not to crease it. Put the pan on the stove and heat slowly to a
simmer and maintain the temperature for about 30 minutes moving the fabric around regularly.
Turn off the heat and allow the fabric to cool in the pan (about 8 hours or overnight)
Remove and rinse thoroughly.
Dry the fabric either by hanging it or putting in the dryer.
Iron the fabric.
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Class Set-up
Morning Set-Up (pounding your flowers):



Gather all of your materials listed above for morning
Cut your fabric for the three projects we will be doing
o Jar vase - cut your white fabric 10" x 12"
o Single layered flower - cut your white fabric 9" x 9"
o Notecards - cut your white fabric 5" x 7". Cut a few pieces so you can pound a few different
cards.

Afternoon Set-Up (working on your pieces):





Gather all of your materials listed above for afternoon
Set up your sewing machine with walking foot or free motion foot attached. Put in a new needle,
threaded with black thread. Be sure to have a new bobbin in your machine or an extra one already
wound and ready.
Embroidery area with all your threads, needles, scissors, etc. (this is optional if you are going to add
beads and embroidery to your piece)

Class tips







Have a few irons and cutting mats set up around the room everyone can use.
We’ll take a break after pounding for lunch and then after lunch we’ll start working on the finishing the projects.
During the morning the pounding will get a little loud but it will fun and you’ll love the results. If it’s nice, we
could even go outside to help with the noise.
Be sure to ask questions as we go along.
If you need a break, please take one.
Enjoy the process and have fun.
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Best flower options
There are more options during the summer and fall months (depending on where you live) to find wild flowers and
leaves but with fresh flowers available all year through a florist, you can pound anytime of the year. And, some flowers
are only available at specific times of the year like poinsettias. So, depending on what you are pounding, this can be a
year-round activity.
The best flowers have thinner petals as they pound nice and you can see each individual petal. Flowers like tulips are
thick and juicy. When pounded they make a muted, muddy look on your fabric.
If you are purchasing flowers from a florist, I like to use flowers where I can take the individual petals apart and create
"new" flowers. For this project I would purchase one or two stems of a sunflower, daisy, or alstroemeria. Be sure to get
some leaves with the flowers. I would purchase the flowers the day of or a day before the class. Keep the stems in
water.
If it's summer or early fall, pretty much any flower or leaf will work (marigolds, petunias, zinnia, geranium, peony, etc).
Pick them right before class and put in a box. Perennial flowers and leaves wilt fast, so you only have a few hours after
you pick them to pound them on your fabric. Be careful with the petals. They are fragile and can rip easily.
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